HC-APYLS 2016 Cultural Exhibition Message

Dear Delegates,
This is regarding the preparatory work for the Cultural Exhibition segment, which will
be held on the first day of the summit in conjunction with the Opening Ceremony,
Cultural Exhibition
The Cultural Exhibition is an essential and exciting component of APYLS that allows
each country to showcase their unique culture and traditions.
Below is the list of Objectives of the Cultural Exhibition:
1. To promote appreciation and understanding of the diversity of cultures among
delegates and students of Hwa Chong Institution (College).
2. To provide a platform for delegates to showcase and share with their fellow
delegates what is unique to their country and culture.
General Details
You will be provided with the following materials for the cultural exhibition:



Display Panel: 1m wide x 2.25m tall
Table: 2ft x 6ft

The exhibition is to last about 1.5 hours.
As each country (not school) will be allocated a booth, some schools would have to
collaborate with others from the same country for the exhibition. Do communicate with
the delegates from other schools to come up with a unified and well-planned exhibition.
Actions to be taken
One representative from each country is required to send in a Logistics List for their
Cultural Exhibition to this email: apyls@hci.edu.sg
Attached is the guidelines for the exhibition and the template for your Logistics List.
Please complete it to the best of your abilities and send the completed document to us
with the subject title “Cultural Exhibition_ <Country> ” by 26 June 2016 (Sunday)
Should you have any queries, please email them to apyls@hci.edu.sg with the subject
title “Cultural Exhibition Queries”. We would be glad to address them.
Thank you!
Best Regards,
Organising Team
10th Hwa Chong Asia - Pacific Young Leaders Summit
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Guidelines for exhibition content
1. Content of exhibition should reflect the culture, identity and pride of your
country.
 Do take note to avoid any comments that could be racially, socially or
politically offensive to any country or culture.
2. You are highly encouraged to think of creative ways to showcase your culture.
3. Feel free to bring along food items for your exhibition but bear in mind that
certain food items might not be suitable for delegates of some countries and
cultures.
4. Should you wish to give out any souvenirs, brochures or food samples, a
sufficient quantity should be prepared as Hwa Chong College students will also
be participating in the exhibition.
5. Suggestions for Exhibition: You can consider including infographics,
traditional musical instruments, traditional costumes, traditional games, country
flags or teaching of simple phrases in local languages in your exhibition.
Picture of Exhibition set-up
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Logistics List
1. Logistics to be brought by delegates.
Please list all logistics that will be used (including costumes and food items). Do take
note that sharp objects, liquids and aerosols are to be avoided as they might cause
complications when entering Singapore. For more information, please visit this website:
http://www.changiairport.com/en/passenger-guide/departing.html
Logistics

Quantity

Remarks

2. Logistics provided
We will be providing every country with a list of basic materials that might be useful for
your exhibition. Please mark the logistics that you will be needing with a tick, and
those that you will not be needing with a cross
Logistics

Max. Quantity

Tablecloths

2

Toothpicks

1 box

Paper Plates

30

Plastic Cups

30

Masking Tape

1 roll

Blue Tack

1 packet

Cardboard boxes

-

Writing Materials (Pen and Paper)

10 pax

Scissors

2

Markers

3

Required (✓/×)

3. Other Logistics not included in the “Logistics provided” section that may be required
from Hwa Chong (e.g. Freezer, Knives).
Do note that the Organizing Team may not be able to provide all logistics that you
have indicated and materials listed here will only be provided on a case by case basis
Logistics

Quantity

Remarks

